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INTRODUCTION

Females, as a group, earn less than males, as a group. Nationwide, the

average earnings of full time female workers is 60% of the average for full

time male workers.^ Students of the pay differential have suggested

numerous reasons for its existence including compression of an increasingly

large number of female workers into a relativel^'^ few occupations, thereby

driving the wages down; preference of female workers for lower skill, easy

entry, easy exit jobs because of family concerns, comparative lack of

education and training in female workers, discrimination against females in

hiring and promotion practices, and setting salaries for female dominant

jobs lower because they are held bv females rather than because of any

legitimate reasons.

The theory of "comparable worth" primarily addresses this last concern,

that is, that jobs dominated by women should be paid the same as jobs

dominated by men if the work is equally valued by the employer.

In 1983 the Montana State Legislature passed SP.425 requiring the Depart-

ment of Administration to "work toward the goal of establishing a standard

of comparable worth" for employees covered by the Classification and Pay

Schedules. The new law, M.C.A. 2-18-209, further ordered the Depart-

ment to "report to the legislature the status of the study of the compar-
able worth standard and the extent to which F/tontana's classification plan

and pa:;- schedules adhere to or fall short of [this] standard ..." This

is the Department of Administration's second report in compliance with

Pyi.C.A. 2-18-209.

The Comparable Worth Study

A common approach to the study of comparable worth in an organization is

to identify the existing wage gap and its components. In theory, this

type of study should reveal whether pay practices contain gender bias by
eliminating all legitimate reasons for pay differential. In practice, this is

difficult to achieve. As the writers of Sex and Salary pointed out,

. . . until we all agree that every legitimate explanation for the

wage gap has been identified and evaluated in a particular

study, we cannot say with absolute confidence that the un-
explained portion of the pay differential is due to an illegitimate

reason such as sex discrimination .
^

Based on the information that is available, however, some qualified con-

clusions can be drawn about pay equity among permanent full time male

and female employees covered by Montana's Classification Plan and pay
schedules.

^ Heidi I. Hartmann, Ed., Comparable Worth New Directions for Research ,

National Academy Press (Washington, D. C: 1985), p. 3.

2 Lawrence Z. Lorber et. al.. Sex and Salary, A Legal and Personnel

Analysis of Comparable Worth , ASPA Foundation (Alexandria, Virginia:

1985) p. 11.



Chapter one of this report includes a discussion of the wage frap as of

October 1, 1986, and a comparison to similar data in the Department's 1985

Report to the Legislature on Comparable Worth .

M.C.A. 2-18-208 instructs the Department to reach the comparable v.-orth

standard by:

(a) eliminatinpr, in the classifying of positions, use of judgments
and factors that contain inherent biases based on sex; and

(b) comparing, in the classification of positions, the factors for

determining job worth across occupational groups whenever
those groups are dominated by males or females.

The second chapter will discuss classification and pay practices and how
well they "adhere to or fall short of" the standard as described above.

The final chapter will summarize the findings of the fnst two chapters and
provide recommendations for overcoming any impediments to achieving a

standard of comparable worth

,



CHAPTER 1

THE WAGE GAP

This report focuses or. the 8,5F>9 permanent, full time executive branch
employees. It excludes classified positions in the university system, most
employees described in M.C.A. 2-18-103 and 104,^ part time, temporar;/,

seasonal, and intermittent emplovees. The report also inchidcs results of

a pay equity study contracted by the Department of Administration in

April, 1985,

Seven thousand, eight hundred and sixteen (7,816) of the included em-
plo7'^ees are classified and paid under the Statewide Classification and Pay
Plan. P.luch of the information in this report concerns just this group.
When employees covered by other pay plans are discussed, the report will

refer to the other pay plans by title.

The data used in the report was drawn in October, 1986. Data for the

previous Comparable V/orth Report was drawn in February, 1985. During
the intervening period, there were tv;o general salary increases (July,

1985 and July, 1986) and a Reduction in Force that eliminated some
full-time positions.

The Wage Gap

The raw wage gap between male/female employees has narrowed by 2% since

the 1985 Report to the Legislature on Comparable Worth . The average
salary of permanent, full-time female employees is now 77% of the average
salary of permanent, full-time male employees, resulting in a 23% v;age

gap. In 1985, a 25% wage gap v.'as reported.

Table 1 on page 4 illustrates changes in employee population and average
salaries for the stvidy period. In brief, the figures show that:

- The average grade of females in the Statewide Plan increased
from 9.6 to 9.9. There was no corresponding increase in the
average grade of males, which is 12.7.

- Females gained more in average salar3^ in the largest pay
plans, the Statewide Plan and the Blue Collar Plan, than did

males.

M.C.A. 2-18-103 exempts: elected officials; county assessors and their

deputies; officers and employees of the legislative branch; judges and
employees of the judicial branch; members of boards and commissions;
officers and members of the militia; agency heads; contracted academic
and professional administrative personnel in the university system; and
some other specific positions. M.C.A. 2-18-104 exempts some personal
staff of elected officials.





Longevity

The 23% disparity in male and remale salaries in the Statewide Classification

and Vay Plan includes the effects of longevity earninf^s. These earnings
are normally acquired by advancing through steps on the pay matrix as

described in M.C.A. 2-18-303 (c) (iii) and receiving additional longevity

allowance for extended ser-'/ice as described in M.C.A. 2- 18-304.

Step increases may also be granted as pay exceptions to mitigate problems
with recruitment, retention, promotion, demotion, or transfer as described
in Pay Plan Rule 1827.

Wages earned as step advances or longevity allowance are added to those
earned on the basis of job classification. If only base pay is considered
(assuming all employees at step 2), female salaries are 80% of male salaries.

This leaves a v,^age gap of 20% to be explained by practices other than pay
for length of service.

Education and Experience

If all jobs included in this study group were separated into two categories

based on education requirements — higher-paying Professional /A dministra-
ti-"^e jobs, requiring the equivalent of at least a baccalaureate degree in a

professional discipline, and lower-paying Non-Professional jobs, requiring
skills ranging from those acquired through completion of 8th grade to

those acquired through an apprenticeship or vocational education program
— differences in levels of education might help to explain why a wage gap
exists.

The graphs on the following page illustrate that the male workforce is

rather evenly distributed across both groups, but a much larger propor-
tion of the female workforce is in the Non-Professional group.

According to a Department of Labor and Industry report published in

January, 1985,'* of Montana's workforce aged 25 and over, 20.1% of males
and 14.9% of females had completed four or more j^ears of college. No data
is available about the education and experience of state employees, bvit it

is reasonable to expect that more males possess the education and experi-
ence required for higher-paying jobs, and that this is a contributing
factor in the wage gap

.

^' Montana Women in the 80's , Montana Department of Labor and Industry,
(Helena: 1985) p. 105.
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Job Segrepfation

As is true nationwide, female employees in Montana state government
dominate lower-pajang occupational categories and are underrepresented ir

higher-paying categories.

For purposes of discussion, this section uses the EE04 occupational cat-

egories established by the federal government for reporting requirements
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. These eight categories, along

with numbers and percentages of employees in each, by gender, are listed

on Table 2, page 10.

As illustrated by the graphs on the following page, 43% of the female

workforce is compressed into the two lov^est paying occupational categories

(Clerical and Paraprofessional) where the average grade is 7.7. In con-

trast, only 9% of the male workforce is represented in these categories.

But 53% of the male workforce is in the two highest-paying categories

(Professional and Administrative) while only 20% of the female population is

represented in these categories.

In order to eliminate job segregation, 1,448 male and 1,408 female employ-
ees would need to change occupations. While this is not likelv to happen,
some changes have occurred since the 1985 Report to the Legislature on

Comparable V/orth.
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Chang^^s in Employee Demographics Since 1985

As was stated on p9f;e 2 of this report, the p-ross wage gap has narrowed
by 2?, since the 1985 Report to the Legislature on Comparable Worth . This
is the result of some changes in the distribution of female employees among
occupational categories. (See Table 2.) There are 111 more females in

the higher-paying Professional /Administrative occupations and 203 fewer in

the lower-paying Clerical and Paraprofessional occupations. Changes in

male employees demographics were minimal. Females still dominate the

lower- paying categories and are underrepresented in most of those in the

mid-and upper-grade ranges, but the change that has occurred has
reduced the wage gap from the ?5?i reported in 1985 to 23% as of October,
1986. As more females are trained, hired, and promoted into higher- skiU
jobs, the gap should continue to narroiv.



Pay Practices

The section above discusses job sefjregation and points out that females
dominate lower-pa^dng occupations, but it does not clarify why these
occupations pay less, aside from the fact that they generally/ require less

training and /or formal education. A discussion of the means by which pay
is assigned to positions follows.

Ninety-two percent of the full-time, non-exempt positions are covered by
the Statewide Classification and Pay Plans in which job evaluation is used
to assign positions to pay grades. For the remaining 8%, classification and
pay are subject to collective bargaining.

Job Evaluation

Job evaluation is a process by which jobs are analyzed and assigned to

some hierarchical ranking within an organization, usually for the purpose
of setting pay. In order to determine the relative worth of jobs, or

assign ranking, some "factors" are used as yardsticks for measuring the

difficulty of the jobs. The most commonly used factors are vai^ants of

"effort," "responsibility," "skill," and "working conditions."

In the Statewide Classification and Pay Plan, which is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2, job evaluation is used to assign positions to classes

and classes to pay grades. It has been shown that if longevity earnings
were equal, females would earn 80% of what males earn. The 20% wage gap
that remains should be explainable by differences in job content. It

implies that (1) based on the factors used to evaluate jobs, some jobs are

more difficult than others in terms of effort required, responsibilities

assumed, necessary skills, and v/orking conditions; (2) the jobs that are

more difficult pay higher salaries; and (3) males hold proportionally more
higher paying jobs, while females hold more lower paying jobs.

In order to verify that there is a consistent relationship between job

content and pay, and that it is the same for both sexes, the standard of

comparable worth requires that the same "yardstick" that v/as used to

measure male-held jobs is also used to measure female-held jobs. The
method by which jobs are evaluated in the Statewide Classification System
involves use of the same yardstick for all jobs, but lacks the technical

ability to ensure its consistent application. This will be discussed further

in Chapter 2.

Some positions, and even some classes, ma3'^ be misclassified.* (See Chap-
ter 2.) Because that possibility exists, it is not likely that all of the 20%

remaining wage gap is the "legitimate" result of differences in job content.

The term "misclassified" refers to an inappropriate grade or title based
on job content. "Misclassified" positions or classes are those that are

graded too high or too low in comparison to others.



A hypothetical "test" for the amount of v/age gap that is truly job con-

tent-caused was devised. In this "test" all classes were combined into

eight occupational groups. A total salary for the occupational group was
obtained from payroll data.

This total salary figure mitigates the effects of classes that are undergrad-
ed or overgraded by combining the salaries they produce with that of all

other classes in the occupation.

Each occupational gx'oup includes a number of classes and a range of

grades. In the clerical occupational group, for example, are Receptionist,

Word Processing Operator, Administrative Assistant, Office /Clerk, Ac-
counting Clerk, and many other classes. Grades of these classes range
from 4 to 12. The total salary for that group combines the salaries paid

for each position in each class.

It is reasonable to assume that most of the positions and classes in each

group are properly classified, given the fact that their titles and grades
resulted from evaluation of the content of the jobs.

Table ? on page 10 demonstrates that when the total salaries for each

occupational group are portioned out according to the percent male or

female employed in the group, the average female salary is 86% of the

averacre male salary.
'e>^

This "test" indicates that probably at least 14% of the wage gap is the

result of legitimate differences in job content. This much of the gap, at

least, will not be corrected with a verifiable standard of comparable worth

in place.

In fact, it is likely that the 14% figure is conservative, as the "test" above
assumes that females do not dominate only the lower-graded classes in each

occupational group, and that they are equally represented in the high-

er-graded classes. But this is not the case.

In the Service group, males dominate grade 8 Maintenance Worker and
grade 8 Groundskeeper classes, and females dominate the grade 6 Laundry
Worker class. Since the duties performed and responsibilities assumed by
the Maintenance Workers and Groundskeepers are more difficult than those

of the Laundry Worker, using the same "yardstick" to measure all three,

then the Maintenance Worker and Groundskeeper classes will pay more
regardless of whether they are dominated by males or females.

Collective Bargaining

Approximately 743 (8%) of all permanent, full-time, classified employees
(excluding university system) are under separate pay plans where grades
(and pay) are subject to collective bargaining and are less directly related

to job content factors.
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Teachers are under a separate pay plan as a result of statutory exemp-
tions from the Statewide plan effective in 1977. Physicians were exempted
in 1979 pursuant to permissive legislation to address recruitment and
retention problems. Most blue collar employees and retail liquor store

clerks and managers are under separate plans as a result of statutory

language which retains classification and pay as a mandatory subject of

collective bargaininf^, while excluding it for other classified jobs. The
Retail Liquor Store Clerks and Blue Collar plans were established in July,

1977.

The concept of comparable worth requires that "the empirical relationship

between job content and wages is the same for male-held and female-held

jobr"^ but when pay is administered with different standards for different

rrroups, this relationship is difficult to establish. The largest of the

separate pay plans is the Blue Collar Plan in which all but 13 of the 626

positions are held by males, and in which salaries are considerably higher

than the salaries for equivalent jobs in the Statewide Plan.

Other Influences on the Wage Gap

Employees in the Statewide Plan may grieve the classifications of their

positions before the Board of Personnel Appeals, either as single parties

or as groups. While females tend to bring single party appeals before the

Board as often as males, males have brought large group appeals before

the Board more often that females. As a result of the appeals process,

several large male-dominant classes have been upgraded by order of the

Board, including Highway Patrol Officers, and Highv/av Engineering Tech-
nicians. There has been one one similar large group appeal in fe-

male-dominant classes. (Since a law change in 1981, the grade assigned to

the class, which had been the major issue in many group appeals, is no

longer an appealable issue .

)

Other influences on the wage gap are difficult to measure. There may be

more career ladders available in traditionally "male" jobs, while many of

the traditionally "female" jobs are dead-ended. Some female employees may
have chosen careers that require less training and provide for easier

entrance and exit because of expected or existing family responsibilities.

Actions and decisions that may restrict the opportunities of females are

properly addressed through equal opportunity laws and policies, and will

not be resolved by achieving comparable worth in the evaluation of jobs.

Comparable v;orth can only assure that jobs that are held by females do

not pay less because they are held by females, and that the relationship

between job content and paA^ is the same for both sexes.

Helen Remick, Ed., Comparable Worth and Wage Discrimination , Temple
University Press (Philadelphia, PA: 1984) p. 121.

11



Summary

A 23% gap between the averapre salaries of male and female employees has
been identified. A 3% gap results from differences in longevity pay, with

male employees having accrued more steps and longevity increments. At

least 14% is due to the differences in the content of jobs held by males and
females. This leaves only six percent that has not been accounted for, but
it is likely that some of this may also be job content differences.

Job segregation — the dominance of certain types of jobs by either males

or females — is the major reason for the existence of a wage gap. How
much of this segregation results from differences in skill levels, oppor-
tunities, or choices cannot be measured. Comparable worth cannot correct

job segregation.

Given the limitations of the present classification system v/ith regard to

demonstrating consistent and measurable comparisons between male- and
female-dominant jobs, the "legitimate" wage gap cannot be identified.

While there are indications that sonie classification and pay practices have
favored males, this seems to be a result of males exerting more organized

efforts to change their status rather than a result of discrimination against

females.

12



CHAPTER 2

THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

The grouping of executive branch employee positions into classes based on
"similarity of duties performed, responsibilities assumed, and complexity of

work" has been a function of the Department of Administration since 1975

vjhcn the Classification and Pay Plan was implemented. The Plan v/as to

classify and pay employees based on merit, internal equity, and market
competitiveness when fiscally possible. During the ensuing twelve years,
adjustments to the initial Plan have been made to address the effects of

collective bargaining, the lack of systematic performance evaluation, and
the need for competitive salaries in certain occupational groups.

This section will discuss the history of the Classification System, the

current clasrification methods and practices, and the Department's rec-
cmmendatioRS for the future. Since the standard of comparable worth
requires measuring job content and assuring equitable payment for jobs

that are of comparable value, examination of the state's practices is essen-
tial.

The Past

The original Classification and PaT'^ Plan included ore pay schedule for all

classified positions. Positions were grouped into classes, classes were
assigned grades, and grades were assigned pay rates based on salary

surveys of relevant job markets. There were 25 grade levels established,

and 13 steps available at each grade level. Steps were to be granted
annually on the basis of merit, but because there was no practicable means
of measuring merit, steps were granted automatically on employees' an-
niversary dates.

When the Classification Plan was implemented in 1975, anything related to

classification was subject to collective bargaining. This resulted in the

adjustment of grade level for several major job classes, including Highway
Patrol Officers, Fish and Game Wardens, Highway Maintenance Workers,
and the craft classes (carpenters, plumbers, etc.) — all male dominant
classes.

In 1977, the Legislature approved separate pay plans for some labor,

trade, and craft positions (The Blue Collar Plan) and for Liquor Store
Clerks and Managers. Classification was removed as a negotiable topic for

all other positions. Teachers at the Department of Institutions and The
School for the Deaf and Blind negotiated separate pay plans later. Physi-
cians were placed on a separate schedule for market competitiveness rea-

sons.

At present there are five pay plans. The methods by which positions (and
classes) are assigned pay are negotiable in the smaller pay plans, but for

the largest — The Statewide Classification Plan — the relationship between
job content and pay is well-established. The Statewide Plan evaluates and

13



g^rades jobs based on their content and their relationships to other jobs in
the system in order to maintain internal equity. When this internal equity
practice failed to provide market competitiveness for some occupational
p-roups, the 46th Legislature responded by enabling- the Department to
g-rant pay exceptions in the form of step advances where there are re-
cruitment and retention problems or other special circumstances.

While adjustments to the initial Classification and Pay Plan appear to have
had greater effect on male dominant classes, a systematic study has not
been undertaken to determine the extent of impact with respect to fe-
male-dominant jobs at comparable skill levels. Given the limitations of the
current methodology, which will be discussed below, an assessment of the
impact of these adjustments is not possible.

The Statewide Classification System: The Present

This section discusses the methods by which positions are evaluated and
assigned to classes in the Statewide System. This is the largest sj'sten,
covering approximately 9?.% of all classified positions.

The Classification System is a hybrid combination of two types of job
evaluation: a strictly "classification" system in which class specifications
pro^-ide the criteria by which positions are grouped and assigned titles and
pay grades, and a "factor comparison" system in which positions are
compared to each other and to benchmarks in order to determine relative
strengths and weaknesses in those factors identified as worthy of compen-
sation .

The Classification System recognizes five compensable factors : "Nature of
Work;" "Supervision Received;" "Management and Supervision of Others;"
"Personal Contacts;" and "Scope and Effect of Actions and Decisions."

Class specifications are the primary tool used in determining the classifica-
tion of a position. Classification Plan Rule 1705(1) states, "Positions shall

be allocated to classes primarily on the basis of the degree to which the
standards in a class specification adequately/ reflect the diities and respon-
sibilities of the position."

A class specification describes a group of positions that perform a certain
kind (type of duties) and level (degree of difficulty and responsibility) of
work. A position is assigned to a class, as stated above, according to
how well it meets the standards set forth in the class specification. The
decision is guided by comparing the position to the specification in terms
of each of the five factors and determining whether the degree of difficul-
ty and responsibility in these factors is an overall match to the degree of
difficulty and responsibilitv described in the specification.

The decision to allocate a position to a class is "backed up" by making
factor-by-factor comparisons to representative positions previously allocat-
ed to the class. Classification Plan Rule 1705(2) states that "allocation
decisions may be supported and verified secondarily/ by comparison of one

14



position to another on the basis of nature of work, supervision received,
the mana(7ement and supervision of others, the personal contacts, and the
scope and effect of actions and decisions."

Comparisons to class specifications and to other positions are made each
time a new position is created and established in the system, and each time
a current position has had a significant change in duties and responsibil-
ities and has been submitted for reevaluation

.

The grade assigned to a new class is also derived from comparisons based
on the fi^'c factors. The Classification Manual, Volume 3, Methods and
Procedures , describes this practice as follows:

Method - To compare a class on the bap.is of the five

compensable factors, the classifier must (1) determine the level

or nature of the class in each factor category; (2) determine
which of the five factors are dominant and representative of
significant characteristics of the class; and (3) determine the
classes to be used for comparison, whether they are from the
same series as the new class, from the same or similar occupa-
tion , or from a different occupation with the same dominant
factor characteinstics as those of the new class.

This method of job classification addresses part of the criteria for meeting
a standard of comparable worth defined in M.C.A. 2-18-208 in that (1) the
five factors used in comparison contain no inherent sex biases, and
(2) the same five factors are used to evaluate all occupational groups
without regr.vd to gender dominance.

There are, at the same time, several aspects of the classification method
that make reliance on its ability to measure jobs equitably imprudent.

Some aspects of current classification practices that make comparable worth
difficult to measure are discussed belov/.

1. Rather than having a single standard* against which all

jobs are measured, the Classification System has 1,206 class

specifications. Each of these specifications was ivritten by
a classifier based on his/her knowledge and understanding
of the positions in the class and how they differ from those
in other classes. Although there is a s^'^stematic and
structured procedure for writing class specifications, the
result depends on the writer's skill in identifying and
describing distinguishing characteristics. These are the

* Helen Remick, author of numerous publications, has used this opera-
tional definition of comparable worth: "the application of a single,
bias-free point factor job evaluation system within a given establish-
ment, across job families, both to rank-order jobs and to set salaries."

15



primary tool by which positions are assigned to classps, but
their validity and usefulness is heavily dependent on the
classifier who writes them.

?. While tlie factor comparison method allows for comparison of

positions and classes across occupational groups, these
comparisons are not rcvitinely made. Typically, comparisons
are made to classes within the same occupational group, and
to positions that perform similar work. A secretarial posi-
tion, for instance, would not be compared to a class speci-
fication that describes custodial workers, nor would it be
compared to u position that performs physical therapy.
While the same neutral factors are applied in every classi-

fication action without conscious regard to the sex of the
incumbent, the factors are most often applied only in terms
of positions in the sane occupational group. If some male
dominant classes have been adjusted to higher grade levels

because of collective bargaining' rather than because of the
degree of difficulty and responsibility in the five factors,

other occupational groups would not necessarily be affected.

3. The factors do not contain descriptions of levels of difficul-

ty and responsibility, so the classifier must make discrete

judgments about why one position may have more difficult

work or less responsible v;ork than another. Where the
levels aren't defined, decisions are not easy to explain and
consistency from one classifier to another or from one year
to another is hard to measure.

4. The factors arc not weighted.* While "Nature of Work" is

consistently determined to be the dominant factor, the
classifier must judge how much weight to give to other
factors in determining which class specification adequately
describes the position. Frequently, minor factors are not

discussed in class specifications and the classifier must
assign weight to their importance in making a "whole job"

analysis

.

Even with its faults and its heavy reliance on the objectivity of the

classifiers who maintain it , the Classification System has placed the State

of Montana in a favorable position for achieving comparable wortli. Nine-
ty-two percent of all classified positions are in a system that is based on
the concept of internal equity.

* "Weighting" refers to the relative value of the factor. In a quantified

point-factoring system, each factor has a range of points that may be
given. In "dominant" factors — those having the greatest value — the

point range is higher than for "minor" factors.



Technical Improvements: The Puture?

The Personnel and Labor Relations Study Commission, in its 1983 report to

the governor and the Legislature, recommended "introducing quantitative
(classification) methods where practical as quickly as time and I'esources
allov;." The 48th session of the Legislature directed the Department of
Administration to "compare the factors for determining job worth across
occupational groups whenever those groups are dominated by males or
females.

"

The Department of Administi'ntion has, in response, undertaken the study
and development of a point factoring method of job evaluation. This
method essentially quantifies and replicates the values of the current
system, with some adjustments to remove gender bias. Although it in-

cludes seven factors where the present S3''stem includes five, the values
represented by either set of factors are essentially the same.

The quantified point-factoring method's advantages are:

1. Each factor contains level definitions, i.e., descriptions of
increased difficulty. This minimizes reliance on the
classifier's oualitative judgment of "stronger" and "weaker"
in making comparisons. The comparison becomes one of
"best match."

2. Because the factor levels are articulated, comparisons are
easier to explain and defend. Greater consistency is likely

to result.

3. The factors are weighted, eliminating another judgment
required of the classifier and again providing for greater
consistency among classifiers.

Once the factors had been described and levels of difficulty within each
had been defined, these factors were applied to a representative sample of
state jobs.* Because the Statewide system was already based on the
concept of internal equity and appeared to be in a relatively good position
with regard to comparable worth,** a decision was made to use the "policy
capturing" approach in assigning weights to the factors. This approach
would preserve the values of the current system, but would quantify them
in order to make their application more consistent and efficient.

* The sample included positions from male-dominant, female-dominant, and
"mixed" classes in which neither gender dominates. All occupational
groups and the full range of grades were represented.

** The 1985 Report to the Legislature on Comparable Worth stated that
"Based on comparisons with the two states that have made significant
comparable worth adjustments, Montana state government's classification

and pay practices (which are primarily based on internal equity rather
than labor market standards) appear to go further in correcting pay
inequities between male and female jobs."
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Burnett's Study

In May, 1985, the Department of Administration contracted with John H.

Burnett & Associates, Management Consultants* to study the assignment of

weights to the factors so that (1) the current pay/grade structure would
be preserved, and (2) any gender bias v^ould be removed.

In the study, Burnett found that the factors "Complexity" and "Knowl-
edge" (currently combined in "Nature of Work") were the major determi-

nants of grade level. This finding coincides with the statement on page Ifi

of this chapter that "Nature of Work" is consistently determined to be the

dominant factor. But his study found some inconsistencies in the weight-
ing of other factors. "Physical Effort," "Hardships," and "Hazards" (also

currently considered in evaluation of "Nature of VVork") carried more
weight in the evaluation of male-held positions, while "Work Impact" (cur-
rently evaluated as "Scope and Effect") and "Human Relations Skills"

(currently "Personal Contacts") were weighted more heavily in female-held

jobs. He found that if the same factor weights that had been applied to

male-held jobs were also applied to female-held jobs, the wage gap would
be reduced

.

Burnett also investigated how the gender composition of a class influenced

the grade. He found that for every 1% increase in the female population

of the class, there was a corresponding decrease of .01 grades. This

seemed to indicate the presence of minimal gender bias in the present job

evaluation system.

The "pay equity model" of factor weights that resulted from Burnett's

study would reduce the wage gap by assigning the same weights to fe-

male-held positions that are currently given to male-held positions. It

would provide the means to reduce any inequity that exists in the current

system, but it would do so by preserving — to the extent possible — the

current hierarchv.

* Dr. Burnett, a specialist in objective job evaluation technology, has

developed a computerized system of job analysis which can emulate the

decision process of most traditional job evaluation systems and extract

and display the values it incorporates. A researcher, lecturer, and
management consultant. Dr. Burnett is president of Burnett Associates

of Chicago, Illinois. He is a graduate of the Universitj'^ of Chicago,

Department of Social Psychology with additional post graduate study in

psychometrics at Yale University.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While it can be demonstrated that the State of Montana has, at least in

theory, practiced a policy of "equal pa3A for jobs of equal value," no
systematic review of all jobs has been undertaken to determine whether
this has been accomplished in fact. There is reason to believe that, for

the most part, it has.

Analysis of data about employee demographics and length of service indi-

cates that a 14% wage gap is produced by more males being in

higher-ranlcirg, higher-paying jobs, v/hile more females are in lower-rank-
ing, lower-paying jobs. A 3% wage gap is produced by male employees
accruing more step advances and longevity increments. Added together,

these explain a 17^6 wage gap, while the existing wage gap is 23%. Some
conjecture can be made about components of the remaining 6%.

First, the 14% figure given for v;age gap produced by job content is onhT-

the roughest estimate, as the only element of job content considered was
occupational group. As more precise measurements of job value are made,
more of the wage gap may be explained by differences in job content.

Second, it has been suggested that classes, grades, and salaries negoti-

ated through collective bargaining have favored male-dominant jobs. Male

employees have also more often filed and won large group appeals before

the Board of Personnel Appeals. These actions have likely resulted in pay
inequity with respect to female-dominant jobs of comparable skill levels.

Third, Burnett's study indicated that for everj' 1% increase in the per-
centage female in a job class, the grade of the class dropped slightly.

This may indicate some bias in the way evaluation factors have been ap-
plied to female-dominant classes.

Other personnel and pay practices that may affect the wage gap have not

been investigated , among them the possibility that more career ladders

exist in male-dominant occupations while many female-dominant occupations
are dead-ended. This, like the problem of job segregation, will not be
corrected with the achievement of a comparable v/orth standard.

Impediments to Achieving a Standard of Comparable Worth

Lack of a single standard of measurement that can be applied consistently

and objectively impedes the ability of the Department of Administration to

determine whether females are paid equitably with respect to male jobs of

comparable value. The adoption of a quantified, point factoring method of

job evaluation is needed to refine, articulate, and more precisely measure
the values of the current system and to remove any biases that may reside

in class specifications or in the application of factors to male or female

dominant jobs.
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Because of pay practices that are less directly tied to job content, some
inequities exist. Separate pay schedules favor males in that (1) most of

the separate pay plans cover traditionally male-dominant jobs, and (2) ne-
gotiated salaries are considerably higher than salaries of equivalent jobs in

the Statewide Classification and Pay Plan.

Recommendations

While the classification methodology in use since 1975 has placed the state

in a relatively good position with respect to comparable v/orth, techrical

improvements would provide for greater consistency in its application.

The state should continue in its efforts to make comparisons between
gender-dominant occupations more efficient.

Because most of the wprre gap results from job segregation, achievinf a

standard of comparable worth will not bring female salaries up to par with

male salaries. The problem of job segregation is properly addressed by
equal employment opportunities and affirmative action goals. Efforts to

recruit, select, and promote females into professional, administrative, and
other occupations where they are underrepresented should be redoubled.
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